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KarbonKleen Dramatically Increases Distribution of dynaCERT HydraGEN units
to enable Canadian Fleets to Accelerate Achievement of Sustainability Goals
TORONTO, ON – Mississauga, Ontario – KarbonKleen Inc (“KarbonKleen”) is pleased to announce
the receipt of dynaCERT HydraGEN™ units for the fulfillment of both new and expanded
implementations across numerous Canadian Trucking Fleets. The use of HydraGEN™ technology
is the catalyst to reducing the volume of toxic emissions from our client’s fleet of trucks and
HydraLytica™ allows for long term tracing and auditing of the results. The introduction and
expansion of our installations underlines the commitments to auditable reduction of harmful
emissions. We look forward to helping our clients both accelerate their stated sustainability
goals and move towards a Net Zero Logistics Enviornment.
KarbonKleen is a preferred system provider of dynaCERT Inc. https://www.dynacert.com which
manufactures and distributes Carbon Emission Reduction Technology for use with internal
combustion engines. As part of the growing global hydrogen economy, their patented technology
creates hydrogen and oxygen on-demand through a unique electrolysis system and supplies
these gases through the air intake to enhance combustion. Their technology is designed for use
with many types and sizes of diesel engines used in on-road vehicles, reefer trailers, off-road
construction, power generation, mining and forestry equipment, marine vessels and railroad
locomotives.
In addition to HG1 HydraGEN™ Units KarbonKleen will be leveraging HydraLytica™, dynaCERT’s
proprietary global software technology. Users of dynaCERT’s HydraGEN™ Technology can view
their fuel consumption and their emissions profile on a computer or cell phone, not just in
aggregate, but for any each individual truck or diesel engine. KarbonKleen and its partners will
work with our clients to report and fulfill requirements of detailing these emissions reductions
for both comparison against benchmark goals and toward the reporting needs to receive Carbon
Credits.
“KarbonKleen believes in data driven decision making. Allowing our partners to see their data,
in a digestible form and in real time, owners of fleets can make decisions and monitor results to
better advance their long term sustainability goals.” stated Kelly Ellis, Executive Vice President
Marketing, KarbonKleen Inc., adding, “dynaCERT’s HydraGEN™ allows us to see the results that
come from on demand hydrogen in a diesel powered engine. Although the relentless COVID
economic slowdown has affected the initial deployment by KarbonKleen of its 3,000 HydraGEN™
unit commitment, our company continues to offer attractive financing options to its clients under
KarbonKleen’s unique leasing programme.”
Jim Payne, CEO of dynaCERT stated, “dynaCERT applauds both KarbonKleen and their clients for
their uncompromising commitment to innovative technologies that reduce emissions in internal

combustion engines. Our patented HydraGEN™ Technology and HydraLytica™ software is wellsuited for these goals and is a testimony of their rising efforts in contributing to solutions to
climate change. The increase in dynaCERT’s units by KarbonKleen demonstrates an industry wide
user-commitment to auditable emissions reduction and KarbonKleen’s continued leadership to
identify suitable clients in North America for our Carbon Emissions Reduction Technology.”
About KarbonKleen Inc.
KarbonKleen provides an end-to-end FreighTech solution to improve diesel efficiency and
reduce carbon emissions. Through strong partnerships and innovative technology
development, coupled with proprietary service, support, and training methodologies,
KarbonKleen helps its clients achieve their primary business goals through the application of
technology. KarbonKleen is a Preferred Systems Provider for dynaCERT and is dedicated to the
proliferation of dynaCERT technology for the benefit of its customers and the planet. Website:
www.karbonkleen.com
About dynaCERT Inc.
dynaCERT Inc. manufactures and distributes Carbon Emission Reduction Technology for use
with internal combustion engines. As part of the growing global hydrogen economy,
dynaCERT’s patented technology creates hydrogen and oxygen on-demand through a unique
electrolysis system and supplies these gases through the air intake to enhance combustion,
resulting in lower carbon emissions and greater fuel efficiency. The proprietary technology is
designed for use with many types and sizes of diesel engines used in on-road vehicles, reefer
trailers, off-road construction, power generation, mining and forestry equipment, marine
vessels and railroad locomotives. Website: www.dynaCERT.com.

